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Abstrat. The two-pion prodution reation pp→ ppπ+π− was measured with a polarized proton beam at
Tp ≈ 750 and 800 MeV using the short version of the COSY-TOF spetrometer. The implementation of a
delayed pulse tehnique for Quirl and entral alorimeter provided positive π+ identiation in addition to
the standard partile identiation, energy determination as well as time-of-ight and angle measurements.
Thus all four-momenta of the emerging partiles ould be determined with 1-4 overonstraints. Total
and dierential ross setions as well as angular distributions of the vetor analyzing power have been
obtained. They are ompared to previous data and theoretial alulations. In ontrast to preditions we
nd signiant analyzing power values up to Ay = 0.3.
PACS. 13.75.Cs  25.10.+s  25.40.Ep  29.20.Dh
1 Introdution
The ∆(1232) resonane is the most dominant resonane
in the pion-nuleon system. Therefore pion prodution in
nuleon-nuleon ollisions is strongly aeted by its ex-
itation if kinematially and dynamially allowed [1,2℄.
This is not the ase in two-pion prodution near threshold.
Sine the∆ resonane deays by emission of only one pion,
single-∆ exitation an ontribute to two-pion prodution
only if a seond pion is produed assoiatedly. However,
near the two-pion prodution threshold it is very unlikely
that the seond nuleon involved in the ollision proess
gets exited, too. Hene the assoiated prodution of the
seond pion an only proeed by non-resonant resatter-
a
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ing, whih however, is a very weak proess as alulated
by Ref. [3℄.
This situation provides a unique opportunity to study
exitation and deay of the Roper resonane N∗(1440),
beause this proess provides the only possibility for reso-
nant two-pion prodution at energies lose to the two-pion
threshold - as has been predited in detailed theoretial
alulations [3℄ and as has been demonstrated by the rst
exlusive measurements performed by the PROMICE/
WASA ollaboration at the CELSIUS ring in the energy
range of Tp = 650 - 775 MeV [4,5,6℄.
The measured angular distributions in the enter-of-
mass system (ms) are all onsistent with isotropy with
the exeption of the proton angular distribution, whih is
shaped by the dominating σ exhange between the two
olliding protons - as demonstrated in Ref. [4℄ and pre-
dited by Ref. [3℄. From this we learn that exept for the
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Fig. 1. Sketh of the short COSY-TOF setup used in this experiment showing (a) the full detetor arrangement with inserts
for (b) the start detetor region with start wedges and hodosope displaying both side (left) and front (right) views, () the
entral hodosope ("Quirl") as the stop detetor for TOF measurements and (d) the entral alorimeter. The positions of the
subdetetor systems (b) - (d) in the full setup are indiated in (a). For a detailed desription see text.
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relative motion of the two protons all ejetiles are in
relative s-waves to eah other at beam energies lose to
threshold. This is not surprising, sine the leading meh-
anism for two-pion prodution, whih is the exitation of
the Roper resonane and its subsequent deay N∗ → Nσ
into the σ hannel (ππ)I=l=0, produes only partiles in
relative s-waves. Also the Roper deay via the∆ resonane
N∗ → ∆π → Nπ+π− produes predominantly only rel-
ative s-waves, although both pions are produed in a p-
wave. Sine no evidene of any signiant p-wave ontri-
bution (exept partially between the two emitted protons)
is observed in the dierential ross setion, the dominating
partial wave for two-pion prodution near threshold must
be the
1S0 partial wave in the entrane hannel. However,
for non-zero analyzing powers at least two interfering par-
tial waves are neessary. Hene, from the Roper exitation
and deay we do not expet sizable non-zero analyzing
power values. Indeed, the alulations of Ref. [3℄, whih
inlude also the two-pion prodution via the ∆∆ system,
predit vanishing analyzing powers. This result, however,
should be taken with some aution, sine the alulations
have been arried out without taking into aount initial
state interations, whih should be a prime soure of imag-
inary parts of the amplitudes and analyzing powers are
proportional to the imaginary part of interferene terms.
On the other hand analyzing powers originate from the
interferene of amplitudes. Hene small amplitudes in the
prodution proess, in partiular p-wave amplitudes, an
be easily sensed in polarized beam measurements
2 Experiment
The measurements have been arried out at the Jülih
Cooler Synhrotron COSY at beam energies of nominally
747 and 793 MeV using the time-of-ight spetrometer
TOF at an external beam line. The setup of the TOF de-
tetor system is displayed in Fig. 1. At the entrane of the
detetor system the beam - foussed to a diameter smaller
than 2 mm - hits the LH2 target, whih has a length of
4 mm, a diameter of 6 mm and 0.9 µm thik hostaphan
foils as entrane and exit windows [7℄. At a distane of
22 mm downstream of the target the two layers of the
start detetor (eah onsisting of 1 mm thik sintillators
ut into 12 wedge-shaped setors) were plaed followed by
a two-plane ber hodosope (96 bers per plane, 2 mm
thik bers ) at a distane of 165 mm from target, see
Fig. 1b. Whereas the start detetor mainly supplies the
start times for the time-of-ight (TOF) measurements, the
ber hodosope primarily provides a good angular resolu-
tion for the deteted partile traks. In its entral part the
TOF-stop detetor system onsists of the so-alled Quirl,
a 3-layer sintillator system 1081 mm downstream of the
target shown in Fig. 1 and desribed in detail in Ref. [8℄
- and in its peripheral part of the so-alled Ring, also a 3-
layer sintillator system built in a design analogous to the
Quirl, however, with inner and outer radii of 560 and 1540
mm, respetively. Finally behind the Quirl a alorimeter
(Fig. 1a,d) was installed for identiation of harged par-
tiles and of neutrons as well as for measuring the energy
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Fig. 2. ∆E−E plots for partiles hitting the alorimeter. The
∆E information is taken from the TOF information obtained
by Quirl and start detetor and plotted as 1/β2, where β = v/c
denotes the partile veloity relative to . For the E informa-
tion the energy deposited in the alorimeter has been taken.
Left: without any trigger seletions and onditions. Right: with
trigger seletion for three- and four-prong events as well as
with missing mass onditions MMpp ≥ 260 MeV and 100 MeV
≤MMpppi ≤ 180 MeV, see text.
of harged partiles. The alorimeter, details of whih are
given in Ref. [9℄, onsists of 84 hexagon-shaped sintillator
bloks of length 450 mm, whih sues to stop deuterons,
protons and pions of energies up to 400, 300 and 160 MeV,
respetively.
The partile identiation is done with the standard
∆E-E tehnique using the energy signal from the alorime-
ter together with the TOF-signal of the Quirl as shown in
Fig. 2 and as desribed in more detail in Ref.[10℄, where
also sample spetra are shown.
In order to distinguish π+ and π− partiles we have im-
plemented the delayed-pulse tehnique into the alorime-
ter setup. By using multihit TDCs the deay of a µ+
resulting from the deay of a π+ stopped in one of the
alorimeter bloks an be registered by an afterpulse ar-
riving in the µs range after the prompt pulse. In order
to prevent false afterpulses to be registered, whih stem
from prompt pulses arising from follow-up events, we use
the last layer of the Quirl as veto for afterpulses. This
tehnique for π+ identiation had previously been in-
stalled at the forward detetor of PROMICE/WASA and
CELSIUS/WASA, respetively, where it has been shown
to work reliably [11,12℄. Fig. 3 shows a sample spetrum
of registered delayed pulses at a proton beam of Tp = 793
MeV. The spetrum is very lean following the expeted
exponential deay pattern of µ+ in matter with a lifetime
of 2.2 µs. The overall eieny of this π+ identiation has
been determined to be 39 %. The eieny losses mainly
stem from up-stream moving positrons, whih originate
from µ+ deay in the alorimeter and reate a veto signal
in the last layer of the Quirl.
In the experiment the trigger for two-pion prodution
was set to at least three hits in the Quirl-Ring system
assoiated with two hits in the start detetor.That way
single-pion prodution events ould be exluded, whih at
most an give two hits in the Quirl-Ring system. For al-
ibration and monitoring purposes, however, a two-prong
trigger was also set up with a high presale fator. From
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straight-line ts to the hit detetor elements the traks of
harged partiles were reonstruted. They are aepted
as good traks, if they originate in the target and have
a hit in eah detetor element the trak passes through.
In this way the angular resolution is better than 1
◦
both
in azimuthal and in polar angles. By onstrution of the
alorimeter a partile may hit one or more alorimeter
bloks. The number of bloks hit by a partiular parti-
le is given by the trak reonstrution. The total energy
deposited by this partile in the alorimeter is then just
the (alibrated) sum of energies deposited in all bloks
belonging to the partiular trak.
In order to have maximum angular overage by the
detetor elements and to minimize the fration of harged
pions deaying in ight before reahing the stop dete-
tors, the short version of the TOF spetrometer was used.
In this way a total polar angle overage of 3
◦ ≤ Θlab ≤
49
◦
was ahieved with the entral alorimeter overing the
region 3
◦ ≤ Θlab ≤ 28◦.
By identifying and reonstruting three or four harged
traks of an event the reation hannel ppπ+π− an be
fully identied and reonstruted kinematially omplete
with 1 - 4 overonstraints. The maximum possible lab-
oratory (lab) polar angle for protons emerging from two-
pion prodution events is ≈ 30◦. Hene pratially all pro-
tons are within the angular aeptane of the alorimeter
and an be identied as protons there. For harged pi-
ons emerging from two-pion prodution events there is
no kinemati limit at the inident beam energies of in-
terest. Hene the angular overage has not been omplete
for their detetion with this setup. However, sine dete-
tion of two protons and one pion are enough to safely
reonstrut the seond pion of an event and sine due to
the identity of the initial ollision partners the unpolar-
ized angular distributions are symmetri about 90
◦
in the
overall enter-of-mass system (ms), still most of the re-
ation phase spae has been overed by this experiment.
The total aeptane has been 15% of the full phase spae,
whih is a fator 5 -7 larger than in the PROMICE/WASA
measurements, where the angular aeptane was ≤ 21◦.
Though most of the events stemming from single-pion
prodution ould be removed by the three- and four-prong
trigger onditions, there is still appreiable bakground
left from ppπ0 events, where the π0 either undergoes Dalitz
deay or where the γs emerging from π0 deay undergo
onversion in matter. In both ases e+e− pairs are pro-
dued, whih easily may be misidentied as harged pions.
And sine the ppπ0 prodution ross setion is three or-
ders of magnitude larger than that for ppπ+π− this bak-
ground is sizeable. In order to suppress this bakground we
applied two onstraints on missing mass spetra as shown
in Fig.4. For the missing mass MMpppi of two identied
protons and one identied pion, whih has to be equiva-
lent to the mass of the seond pion in ase of a true two-
pion prodution event, we require 100 MeV ≤ MMpppi ≤
180 MeV. We see from Fig. 4 that by this ondition the
MMpp spetrum gets already very lean. To be on the
safe side we introdue as further onstraint MMpp ≥ 260
MeV before applying the kinemati t to events, who have
time [ns]
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Fig. 3. Time spetrum of afterpulses deteted by the delayed
pulse tehnique installed at Quirl and Calorimeter.The log-
arithmi slope given by the solid urve orresponds to τ =
2.18(6) µs, whih agrees very well with the muon lifetime. In
the t a small bakground of 10 ounts per bin (1 bin orre-
sponds to 256 ns) is assumed.
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Fig. 4. Left: missing mass spetrum MMpppi of two identied
protons and one identied pion with the ondition MMpp ≥
260 MeV. Right: missing mass spetrum MMpp of two iden-
tied protons with the ondition 100 MeV ≤ MMpppi ≤ 180
MeV.
passed both these onditions. For the kinemati ts we
have one overonstraint in ase of three-prong ppπ events
and 3 overonstraints in ase of four-prong events, where
all emerging partiles have been reorded in the detetor.
The luminosity of the experiment was determined as
dL/dt = 5 ∗ 1028 cm−2s−1 from the analysis of pp elasti
sattering, whih was measured simultaneously utilizing a
presaled two-prong trigger for hits in the Ring detetor.
Due to their opening angle of δpp ≈ 80
◦
between both
traks, suh two-trak events have both hits in the Ring.
They are easily identied by using in addition the opla-
narity onstraint 170◦ < ∆Φ ≤ 180◦, i.e. using the same
proedure as desribed in more detail in Ref. [10℄. Ad-
justment of the pp-elasti data in absolute height to the
SAID values gives the required luminosity. All data have
been eieny orreted by MC simulations of the de-
tetor setup by using the CERN GEANT3 [13℄ detetor
simulation pakage, whih aounts both for eletromag-
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neti and hadroni interations of the ejetiles with the
detetor materials.
The measurements have been onduted with a vetor-
polarized proton beam providing a steady hange of "spin-
up" and "spin-down" runs in subsequent spills of about
10 s duration. "Spin-up" is dened of having the spin
of the protons perpendiular to the plane dened by the
COSY aelerator ring and pointing to the sky (y-axis).
Aording to the Madison onvention [14℄ we then use
a oordinate system, where the z-axis is along the beam
diretion and the x-axis points to the horizontal left or-
responding to the azimuthal angle of Φ = 0◦ being at 9
o'lok when looking downstream the beam diretion.
For the determination of the beam polarisation at the
target we use again elasti sattering, determine its oun-
trate asymmetries and ompare them to the known ana-
lyzing powers of elasti sattering as ompiled in the SAID
database [15℄. The ountrate asymmetry ǫ(Θ,Φ) at a spe-
i solid angle (Θ, Φ) for a ertain partile of an event is
given by the dierene of ountrates at "spin-up"N↑(Θ,Φ)
and "spin-down" N↓(Θ,Φ) normalized to their sum:
ǫ(Θ,Φ) =
N↑(Θ,Φ)−N↓(Θ,Φ)
N↑(Θ,Φ)+N↓(Θ,Φ)
= Py ∗Ay(Θ,Φ), (1)
where Py is the beam polarisation and
Ay(Θ,Φ) = Ay(Θ) ∗ cos(Φ) (2)
is the analyzing power of the reation of interest with the
partile of interest deteted at the solid angle (Θ, Φ).
In order to determine and also to monitor online the
beam polarisation we have seleted pp elasti sattering
events with 32
◦ ≤ Θlab ≤ 33
◦
, where the SAID database
[15℄ gives Ay = 0.30. A sample of the measured ountrate
asymmetry ǫ(Θ,Φ) is given in Fig. 5 exhibiting the ex-
peted osine dependene on the azimuthal angle. A t to
the data with eqs.(1) and (2) yields the beam polarisation
Py. During the beamtime the beam polarisation was very
stable within a few perents and with very high values of
typially Py = 0.87.
Due to its ylinder symmetry the TOF detetor is ide-
ally suited for polarisation measurements. Thus, the an-
alyzing power Ay may be determined experimentally by
use of the super ratio R(Θ,Φ) of the four ountrates for
the ombinations of "spin-up", spin-down" with "left" or
"right" :
R(Θ,Φ) =
√
N↑(Θ,Φ)∗N↓(Θ,Φ+180◦)
N↓(Θ,Φ)∗N↑(Θ,Φ+180◦)
(3)
and
Ay(Θ,Φ) =
1
Py
∗ R(Θ,Φ)−1
R(Θ,Φ)+1 (4)
In this superratio systemati unertainties, detetor ef-
ienies et. anel to a very large extent making thus
the dedued analyzing power essentially free of systemati
asymmetries, whih often are not under ontrol in "single
arm" measurements with a not ylinder-symmetri dete-
tor. By using the four ountrates we in addition may dene
an "anti-analyzing power" (instrumental asymmetry) A¯y
with the alternative super ratio R¯ dened as
R¯(Θ,Φ) =
√
N↑(Θ,Φ)∗N↑(Θ,Φ+180◦)
N↓(Θ,Φ)∗N↓(Θ,Φ+180◦)
, (5)
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Fig. 5. Countrate asymmetry ǫ(Θlab, Φ) in dependene of the
azimuthal angle Φ for elasti sattering events measured in the
polar angle interval 32
◦
≤ Θlab ≤ 33
◦
. The solid urve is a t
to the data with a cos(Φ) dependene.
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Fig. 6. Analyzing power of elasti sattering events measured
in the Ring detetor in omparison with the SAID database
[15℄ (solid line).
whih leads to A¯y = 0 for all ases with the exeption of
systemati hanges in beam diretion when ipping the
spin of the projetiles. Hene A¯y serves as a ontrol ob-
servable to unover systemati asymmetries of suh kind.
Due to their trivial osΦ dependene the analyzing
powers are usually quoted as
Ay(Θ) = Ay(Θ,Φ = 0).
In order to take into aount the fully available statis-
tis, we have sorted the data into Θ and Φ bins, alu-
lated Ay(Θ,Φ) for eah of these bins and tted for eah
partiular Θ bin the Φ dependene of Ay(Θ,Φ) by a o-
sine dependene. As a result we obtain for eah Θ bin
an Ay(Θ) value, whih ontains the full statistis of the
measurements over the full Φ range.
As an example we show in Figs. 6 and 8 analyzing
power and anti-analyzing power (instrumnetal asymme-
try) distributions obtained for pp elasti sattering events
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Fig. 7. Analyzing power data for the pp → dπ+ reation as
measured in the TOF detetor (solid 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les) in 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with the SAID database [15℄(solid line) and LAMPF data [16℄
(asterisk symbols).
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Fig. 8. "Anti-analyzing power" (instrumental asymmetry)
as dened in eq.(5) for elasti sattering (left) and two-pion
prodution events in dependene of the two-pion polar angle
Θcmpi (right).
reorded in the Ring detetor. The analyzing power data
agree well with SAID in the measured range. As a further
hek of the dedued beam polarisation we have evaluated
also the pp→ dπ+ reation utilising the same 2-prong trig-
ger as used for the seletion of elasti sattering events.
The results for the seleted dπ+ events is shown in Fig. 7
in omparison with the SAID data base [15℄ and LAMPF
data [16℄. Again there is good agreement.
The anti-analyzing power (intsrumental asymmetry)
data are all onsistent with zero giving thus no indiation
of systemati asymmetries in the measurements. As a typ-
ial example of an anti-analyzing power distribution ob-
tained from two-pion prodution events we show in Fig.8,
right, the distribution aording to the angleΘcmpi of any of
the pions in the overall ms. Again the data are onsistent
with zero, whereas Ay(Θ
cm
pi ) 6= 0, see Fig. 15.
3 Results
3.1 Cross Setions - Unpolarized
Due to the identity of the ollision partners in the entrane
hannel the angular distributions in the overall enter-of-
mass system have to be symmetri about 90
◦
, i.e. the full
information about the reation hannels is ontained al-
ready in the interval 0◦ ≤ Θcm ≤ 90◦. Deviations from this
symmetry in the data indiate systemati unertainties in
the measurements. Hene we plot - where appropriate -
the full angular range, in order to show the absene of
suh type of systemati errors in our measurement.
Tab. 1: Total ross setions σtot at Tp ≈ 750 and 800
MeV for the reation pp→ ppπ+π− evaluated in this work
and ompared to previous measurements.
σtot [µb℄
Tp [MeV℄ this work previous
750 1.6 (2) 1.6 (3)
a)
1.3 (3)
b)
800 4.1 (4) 3 (1)
c)
a)
Ref. [4,6℄
b)
Ref. [5℄
c)
Ref. [17℄
The evaluated total ross setions for the ppπ+π− han-
nel are given in Tab. 1 and shown in Fig. 9 together with
previous results. The unertainties assigned are based on
systematis for aeptane and eieny orretions as
obtained by variation of MC simulations for the detetor
response, where we have varied the MC input assuming
either pure phase spae or some reasonable models for the
reation under onsideration. For 750 (800) MeV we have
olleted about 1600 (6000) good events, i.e., statistial
unertainties are of minor importane for the unertain-
ties in the absolute total ross setion.
For Tp = 750 MeV total and dierential ross setions
for this reation hannel are very well known from pre-
vious experiments at CELSIUS [4,18℄. Hene we use the
analysis of our data at this energy primarily as a hek of
the reliability of our measurement and data analysis. In
fat, the dierential distributions obtained at CELSIUS
and COSY-TOF are ompatible within statistial uner-
tainties [9,19℄. As an example we ompare in Fig. 10 both
data sets for the dierential distributions of the invariant
mass Mpipi and the opening angle δpipi between the two pi-
ons in the overall ms. We also note that the values for
σtot agree very well within unertainties.
In ontrast to Tp = 750 MeV there exists merely a
single-arm measurement for Tp = 800 MeV, namely the
one performed at LAMPF [17℄ with an estimated total
ross setion of 3 µb.
Dierential ross setions for invariant masses and an-
gular distributions obtained from our measurements are
shown in Figs. 10 - 13.
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Fig. 9. Energy dependen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hina - old [23℄ (open
irles) and new [24℄ (solid triangles), LAMPF [17,20℄ (open
diamond and star, respetively), KEK [22℄ (open squares) and
Berkeley [21℄ (open triangles). Solid and dashed urves orre-
spond to theoretial alulations of Ref.[3℄ with and without pp
FSI. The hathed area represents the phasespae dependene
adjusted arbitrarily to the ross setion at Tp = 750 MeV.
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3.2 Analyzing Powers
These measurements are the rst ones with polarized beam,
whih have been onduted for the two-pion prodution
hannel in NN ollisions. The angular distributions for
the analyzing power have been obtained as desribed in
detail in setion 2.
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alulations a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For Tp = 750 MeV, where the statistis was quite mod-
erate, we show in Fig. 13 our results for the Ay distribu-
tions on the angle of any proton Θcmp , of any pion Θ
cm
pi ,
of the ππ system Θcmpipi and of any pπ system Θ
cm
ppi - all in
the overall ms.
For Tp = 800 MeV, where we have muh better statis-
tis, we show in addition to these distributions (Fig. 15)
also the ones, where we dierentiated between π+ and π−
partiles with help of the delayed pulse tehnique (Fig.
16). Finally we display in Fig. 17 the analyzing powers for
the angles Θpipipi of any pion in the ππ subsystem and for
the angles Θppp of any proton in the pp subsystem, both
taken in the Jakson frame, i.e., having the beam axis as
z-axis.
4 Disussion of Results
4.1 Cross Setions - Unpolarized
The total ross setions obtained in this work are shown
in Fig. 9 together with data from previous work [17,20,
21,22,23,24,4℄ and theoretial alulations of Ref [3℄. At
Tp = 750 MeV our value agrees well with those obtained
at CELSIUS [4,5℄. At Tp = 800 MeV our value is onsis-
tent with the estimate of Ref. [17℄ and follows also the
trend given by the very reent bubble hamber results
from Gathina [24℄, whih orret the old Gathina results
[23℄ for the total ross setions.
The theoretial alulations of Ref. [3℄ are ompatible
with the data from LAMPF [17℄, CELSIUS [4,5℄, Gathina
[24℄ and COSY-TOF for Tp ≤ 800 MeV only, if set I (see
Ref. [3℄) for the Roper resonane parameters is used - and
if the pp nal state interation (FSI) is negleted (lower
dashed urve in Fig. 9). Taking into aount the FSI (solid
urves) the theoretial alulations overestimate the ross
setions in the near-to-threshold region by as muh as an
order of magnitude.
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For the disussion in partiular of the data taken at
Tp = 800 MeV, we ompare our data in Figs. 10 - 13 with
phase phase distributions denoted by the hathed areas in
the gures, with theoretial alulations of Ref. [3℄ (Fig.
13 only) as well as with simplied alulations of Roper
exitation and deay aording to the ansatz for the Roper
amplitude
A ∼ 1 + ck1 ∗ k2(3D∆++ + D∆0), (6)
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whih multiplies the expressions for σ exhange, FSI
andN∗ propagator (see Refs. [4,5℄) and whereD∆ denotes
the ∆ propagator. The rst term in eq. (6) stands for the
Roper deay into the Nσ hannel. The seond term gives
the Roper deay via the ∆ resonane, i.e. N∗ → ∆π →
Nππ, where the salar produt of the pion momenta k1
and k2 stands for the double p-wave emission of the pions
in this proess. Whereas the rst term provides a phase-
spae like behavior of the observables, the seond term
is proportional to the osine of the ππ opening angle in
the ms and hene provides both a hange in the slope
of the δpipi spetrum and a shift of the Mpipi distribution
towards higher masses. From this apparent signature in
these observables the parameter  an be xed easily by
orresponding data.
The oeient  ontains the branhing of the deays
N∗ → Nσ and N∗ → ∆π. Adjustment of  to the CEL-
SIUS data at Tp = 750 and 775 MeV [5℄ resulted in a
branhing ratio of R = ΓN∗→∆pi→Npipi/ΓN∗→Nσ between
the two-pion deays of the Roper resonane of R = 3(1),
if the pole of the Roper resonane is assumed to be at
its nominal value of 1440 MeV - in good agreement with
the PDG value of 4(2) [25℄, but more preise. However, if
the pole is taken to be at 1371 MeV, whih meanwhile is
onsidered to be more orret [25,26,27,28,29℄, then this
ratio hanges to R = 1.0 (1). Calulations with this value
of  are shown in Figs. 10 - 12 by the solid lines. They
give a qualitative desription of the main features in the
dierential data. At a loser look, however, they provide
a shift in the Mpipi spetrum and a slope in the δpipi spe-
trum, whih is somewhat too large. This suggests that the
N∗ → ∆π deay is even weaker than the N∗ → Nσ deay
- as was also obtained in a very reent analysis of photon-
and pion-indued reations [29℄. The result obtained here
is also in agreement with a reent analysis of pp→ ppπ0π0
data taken at CELSIUS-WASA [33℄.
Fig. 13 shows the full alulations of Ref.[3℄, whih also
inlude reation proesses other than just the Roper ex-
itation. The dotted line orresponds to alulations with
the same branhing for the N∗ → Nσ and N∗ → ∆π de-
ay proesses as used with the simplied ansatz (6). We
see by omparison of Figs. 11 and 12 with Fig. 13 that
full and simplied alulations give nearly the same re-
sult, whih means that the terms negleted in the ansatz
(6) are of minor importane. In fat, if we now redue
the N∗ → ∆π amplitude by a fator of two in the alul-
tions of Ref.[3℄  as done in Ref. [33℄  then we get full
agreement with the data.
4.2 Analyzing Powers
The analyzing powers taken at Tp = 750 MeV shown in
Fig. 14 are essentially ompatible with zero within their
large statistial unertainties. Beause of that we do not
disuss them here in more detail and onentrate on the
data at Tp = 800 MeV, whih have muh better statistis.
We only note in passing, that the trend in the analyzing
powers at Tp = 750 MeV is just opposite in sign to that in
the data at Tp = 800 MeV. The reason for it is not known
to us.
At Tp = 800 MeV the data displayed in Figs. 15 -
17 exhibit signiant analyzing powers with values up to
Ay = 0.3. Whereas the analyzing powers in the pp and ππ
subsystems are very small and ompatible with zero, they
are quite substantial in the overall ms for Θcmpi and Θ
cm
pipi .
The analyzing power of the protons in the overall ms, i.e.
Ay(Θ
cm
p ), is again small.
The analyzing powers for Θcmpi and Θ
cm
pipi are of ourse
not deoupled. Sine for the latter the analyzing power
is largest, the soure for polarization produing eets is
expeted to be onneted with this observable.
From general onsiderations [30,31℄ of meson produ-
tion in NN ollisons the analyzing powers in the overall
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ms has the following Θ dependenes (see appendix for
more details):
Ay = a sin(Θ) + b sin(2Θ), (7)
whereas in the pp subsystem we have only a 2Θ depen-
dene:
Ay = b
′ sin(2Θ). (8)
A more detailed desription within the partial wave on-
ept is given in the appendix. The solid lines in Figs. 15 -
17 show ts to the data with eqs. (7) and (8), respetively.
As one an see from Figs. 15 - 17, the oeients a and b
are only signiantly dierent from zero for Θcmp , Θ
cm
pi and
Θcmpipi distributions. In addition the latter ones are essen-
tially desribed by a sin(Θ) dependene with the sin(2Θ)
dependene being of minor importane or negligible.
Finally we look into possible dierenes between π+
and π− angular distributions by exploiting the delayed
pulse tehnique to identify the π+ partile in an event.
That way we obtain the data distinguished between π+
and π− observables in Fig. 16. Though the statistis gets
worse due to the nite π+ identiation eieny, we nd
the analyzing powers for the π+ observables in Θcm
pi+
and
Θcm
ppi+
to be systematially larger than for those for the
orresponding π− observables. Suh a dierene indiates
a signiant ontribution of isovetor ππ pairs.
From this and the requested sine dependene of the
analyzing power we learn that the driving term for nite
analyzing powers must be onneted primarily with the
π+ momentum and be of the form
σ · (q × kpi+), (9)
where q and kpi+ are momentum transfer between the nu-
leons and the π+ momentum, respetively, and σ is the
Pauli spin operator. Sine the momentum transfer lose to
threshold is approximately given by the initial momentum
in the overall ms, we arrive with suh an operator at the
observed sin(Θcm
pi+
) dependene.
Sine to lowest order spinip terms like (9) are on-
neted with p-waves, whereas nonspinip terms are on-
neted with s-waves, the analyzing power arises to lowest
order from an interferene of S- and P-waves in the en-
trane hannel. The dominating reation proess at Tp ≈
800 MeV is via the Roper exitation and hene fed by the
1S0 partial wave in the entrane hannel. Proesses involv-
ing the operator of eq. (9) evolve via the
3P1 partial wave.
From inspetion of the formulas given in Ref.[3℄ we see
that neither Roper nor ∆∆ exitation and deays provide
suh an operator. The only proess, whih provides suh
an operator in the theoretial investigations of Ref. [3℄, is
single ∆ exitation and deay in ombination with pion
resattering on the other vertex as given by the graphs
(10) and (11), Fig.1 of Ref. [3℄, or graph (9), whih gives a
suessive exitation of a ∆ on a single nuleon . However,
in these alulations suh graphs give only tiny ontribu-
tions to the ross setion. On the other hand the analyzing
power is an ideal tool to reveal suh small amplitudes by
their interferene with large amplitudes. Hene it appears
very interesting to hek by realisti alulations, whether
suh graphs ould be the origin of the nite analyzing
powers we observe. As pointed out above, the alulations
of Ref. [3℄ are done in the plane wave limit, i.e., are not
valid for polarization observables. Hene an improved al-
ulation, whih inludes initial state interations, would
be of great help to understand the polarization data on a
quantitative basis.
Another interesting aspet ould be the onsideration
of a possible inuene of the ∆(1600) resonane. Though
its resonane energy is as high as that of the ∆∆ exita-
tion, its unusually large width of ≈ 350 MeV [25℄ is in favor
of taking part in the two-pion prodution already lose to
threshold. Indeed, as has been noted already in Ref. [32℄,
the isotensor two-pion prodution amplitude is observed
to be unusually large. And the ∆(1600) resonane is the
only resonane andidate to ontribute to the isotensor
amplitude near threshold in addition to the ∆∆ proess.
The analyzing power arises from the interferene of
spinip and non-spinip terms in the reation amplitude,
whereas the unpolarized ross setion is just the sum of
their moduli squared. If we denote the non-spinip term
by g and the strength of the spinip term whih multiplies
the operator (9) by h, then we have
σAy = −2Im(g
∗h) kpi+ sin(Θ
cm
pi+
) (10)
and
σ = |g|2 + |h|2k2
pi+
sin2(Θcm
pi+
) ≤ |g|2(1 +A2y/4), (11)
i.e., a 30% eet in the analyzing power produes only
a 2% eet of non-isotropy in the dierential ross setion.
Suh an eet is not observable in the ross setion with
the statistis aumulated in this measurement.
5 Summary
The experimental results presented in this work onsti-
tute the rst exlusive measurements of π+π− prodution
in NN ollisions at Tp = 800 MeV and provide the rst
polarization data at all for this prodution proess. The
unpolarized dierential ross setions support the ndings
of previous analyses that Roper exitation and deay is the
dominant two-pion prodution proess. The data favor the
diret deay of the Roper resonane into the Nσ hannel
over its deay via the ∆ resonane. This in turn supports
the breathing mode nature of the Roper resonane.
The observation of sizable analyzing powers in om-
bination with the fat that neither Roper nor ∆∆ pro-
esses ontribute to substantial analyzing powers, point
to a small amplitude of dierent nature, whih interferes
with the strong Roper amplitude. Candidates for suh a
small amplitude ould be ∆ exitation proesses, where
on the one nuleon vertex a ∆(1232) or∆(1600) is exited
followed by its transition ∆ → ∆π → Nππ, whih would
be the rst time that suh a proess has been sensed in
NN ollisions.
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6 Appendix
In this appendix the general struture of the amplitudes
is derived. Sine none of the observables shows a stri-
ing energy dependene and the energy is still not too far
above threshold it appears justied to work with the low-
est partial waves only. Hene we will only derive the an-
gular strutures of dierential ross setion and analyzing
power up to order Q2, were Q is any of the momenta in
the nal state as dened in Fig. 18.
Before we an identify the partial waves that are rele-
vant given the assumption formulated above, we need to
briey omment on the relevant seletion rules. The Pauli
priniple enfores that a proton pair of spin 0 (1) has even
(odd) parity. As a onsequene, for unpolarized observ-
ables pp Swaves and pp Pwaves never interfere. Sine
in the experiment presented the polarization of the outgo-
ing protons is not measured, no interferenes of pp P and
Swaves in the nal state are possible. We therefore only
need to onsider pp Pwaves in the nal state in ombina-
tion with swaves for the other two subsystems (ππ and
ππ relative to pp).
There are 4 partial waves possible with an NN p-wave
in the nal state (
3Pj →
3Pjs[s] with j = 0, 1, 2 and
3F2 →
3P2s[s], where we used the notation
2S+1Lj →
2S′+1L′j′ l¯[l], with S, L, j (S
′
, L′, j) for spin, angular mo-
mentum, and total angular momentum of the pp pair in
the initial (nal) state, l for the angular momentum of the
pion pair, and l¯ for the angular momentum of the pion pair
relative to the pp pair. It is straight forward to see that
only 3 independent operator strutures are possible and
we dene
MP = d1(S·pˆ)(S
′·p ′)+d2(S·pˆ
′)(S ′·p)+d3(S·S
′)(pˆ·p ′) .
The partial wave amplitudes are linear ombinations of
the di.
Terms of at most quadrati dependene on the nal
momenta in ombination with pp Swaves in the nal
state an emerge from overall Swaves interfering either
with themselves, pwaves in the subsystems or dwaves in
the subsystems. We therefore need to onsider in total 6
partial waves for this part that we parametrize as
MS = a + b1(S × pˆ) · q
′ + b2
(
(q ′ · pˆ)2 −
1
3
q ′2
)
+
+ c1(S × pˆ) · k
′ + c2(q
′ · k ′) +
+ c3
(
(pˆ · q ′)(pˆ · k ′)−
1
3
(q ′ · k ′)
)
,
where the a term orresponds to 1S0 →
1S0s[s], the b1
term to
3P1 →
1S0p[s], the b2 term to
1D2 →
1S0d[s], the
c1 term to
3P1 →
1S0s[p], the c2 term to
1S0 →
1S0p[p],
and the c3 term to
1D2 →
1S0p[p]. The full matrix element
is given by
M =MS +MP .
Using the formulas of hapter 4.3 of Ref. [31℄ it is
straightforward to alulate both unpolarized ross se-
tions as well as analyzing powers from the expressions
given above. We nd (dropping terms more than quadrati
with respet to the nal momenta)
4σ0 = |a|
2 + |b1|
2q′ 2 sin(θq′ )
2 + |c1|
2k′ 2 sin(θk′ )
2 +
+ 2Re{a∗b2q
′ 2
(
cos(θq′)
2 −
1
3
)
+
+
2
3
a∗c3q
′k′ cos(θq′ ) cos(θk′) +
+
(
a∗c2 −
1
3
a∗c3 + b
∗
1c1
)
k′q′
sin(θk′ ) sin(θq′) cos(φq′ − φk′)}
+ p′ 2
(
|d1|
2 + |d2|
2
)
+
+ p′ 2 cos(θp′)
2
(
3|d3|
2 + 2Re {d∗1d2 + d
∗
1d3 + d
∗
2d3}
)
4σ0Ay = − Im
{
(d∗1d2 + d
∗
1d3 − d
∗
2d3) p
′ 2 sin(2θp′) cos(φp′ )
+2b∗1aq
′ sin(θq′) cos(φq′) + 2c
∗
1ak
′ sin(θk′) cos(φk′ )} .
Note that, as a onsequene of the fat that two ampli-
tudes with a spin singlet entrane hannel an not interfere
in the analyzing power, the expression for the polarization
observable has a muh simpler struture.
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